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Group Meetings

“It might sound over-dramatic, but you really made a huge impact in my life.”

“I came there on Saturday morning trying hard to not cry and I 
left feeling so good, positive and feeling that I’m not on my own.” 



Support Group Meetings : Expert Speakers

“We will look to match your expectations”



Support Group Meetings : Time & Frequency

“Six Meetings a year and 90 minutes long”



Support Group Meetings : Different Formats

“Live Exercises and Members own stories”



Group Actions

“Thank you for welcoming me in to the group and knowing that I am not fighting my illness alone.”

“A support group is defined by what it does.” 



Support Group Actions : Current Actions

“Good to see we are doing the right things”



Support Group Actions : Future Actions

“Let’s work for better awareness and better resources”



Support Group Web Site – www.lifeonthelevel.org

“A site to Explain what we do and welcome new members”



Support Group Web Site – www.lifeonthelevel.org

“Information matters to our members”



Support Group Web Site – What you would like to see

“We will keep adding to your web site – with your help”



Support Group – Welcoming in new members

“We will be asking for volunteers to help our new 

members feel at home”



Support Group – It is all about helping you

“The group made me feel I am not alone, that other people have the 

same symptoms and  I am not going mad!”



Support Group – How did we help you ?

“The Most important feedback of all - And so Positive”



Support Group – Members Comments

“A support Group – For You – Made by You”

KC

AFS

GN

LD

I would like to say …….  This group is amazing. Communication, from first contact is excellent. Understanding of different balance conditions is 

fabulous. Videos, and listening to consultants who know how balance works & self help advice, was a real insight. I have personally, learned 

more from this group, than from any hospital appointment I have attended. I have also been in contact with another member, who has some 

similar issues. Great to be able to email, and chat to another person, who understands. If your new to this group, even if your condition, is not 

yet diagnosed, you will find lots of understanding , help & support, to whatever level you choose. Those who have given their time, to set up 

this group, are all fabulous & much appreciated. THANK YOU ALL.  

Joining the group has helped me feel I’m not alone with this. I’ve gained lots of really useful information from the web site which has helped me 

better understand my condition and how to deal with it better.

A massive thank you to Kevin, Rupal, Kelly, all the rest of the team and all of the guest speakers for all that you do for us dizzy people. Your 

presentations are always fascinating and I learn something new from every one! Thank 

I have only attended two meetings so far as I am new to the group. Just seeing so many people on zoom was comforting -- to see people come 

together for advice, support and sharing and caring really helped me. I feel isolated and very alone with this condition as there is no one in my 

life who has a balance disorder. Even though I am across the ocean, when we were on zoom together I felt connected.



Support Group – Members Feedback

“A support Group – Where we support and be supported”

SB

GB

DM

AH

SIH

The group has made me realise I am not alone and support will always be willingly given. I am incontact with members who have my condition 

and can relate so well. Before joining the group I had been desperate to be in contact with somene who would understand, but no one could 

help. Then I heard about Life On The Level and that all changed. Thank You

I have found the support group particulary helpful in talking with other people and learning about their experiences. Also being able to talk to 

Prof Rea and Andrew Clements has been very good

I would like to say …….   Thank you to Kevin Higgs for diligently following up my interest in the group and encouraging me to join through his 

gentle reminders to return the information requested. I wasn’t well at the time and it really helped me to have this prompting. I have gained a 

lot from the membership of the group – it is good to know there are other people out there who understand and care about your challenges 

and steps to recovery

Life on the Level is a fantastic grassroots resource that has clearly benefitted many people who suffer from balance disorders.

Thank you for welcoming me in to the group and knowing that I am not fighting my illness alone.  Thank you for giving me a voice and a 

platform to meet like minded fellow sufferers and hopefully a change to help research into this illness so we can all enjoy the days ahead.



Support Group – Members Feedback

“A support Group – where you will never be alone”

NR

PE

SB

SL

I  am a new member so need time to get into all the imformation and support offered by this amazing group  

made me feel I am not alone, that other people have the same symptoms and  I am not going mad! 

I would like to say Life on the Level is the only balance group of the many I have joined in the past 5 years, that has a clinical input with support 

and information on up coming research, education ( how the eyes, ears and brain interact ); suggestions on the relief of symptoms. All this from 

various clinicians, an otolaryngologist professor , an experienced vestibular physiotherapist, a hypnosis consultant, all at the top of their game 

and experience. They all have a passionate  commitment in research and in finding ways to  understand and relieve balance conditions. ( I have 

vestibular migraine.) The meetings always make me feel encouraged and hopeful. Most importantly, the sharing with others, where you don’t 

have to explain or apologise, whatever state you are in, has lessened my sense of isolation – I feel less alone. It’s a safe, confidential group, with 

no pressure. Everyone is welcome. I’m so glad I happened to find it. 

thank you to this group  finding you made me far less alone even though my current level of VM's mean that I can't join in as much as I wanted 

too. Sadly I felt too ill to join the Christmas Zoom chat.



Support Group – Members Feedback

“A support Group – For You – made by You”

TH

KW

DM

I’m immensely grateful for the opportunity to mix with others who are the only ones who have any real depth of understanding about  my daily 

life and the ability to share symptoms and stories. It makes me feel less alone and isolated as well as confirming my story and symptoms. I have 

learnt to articulate and talk about my condition which I have previously found difficult due to the variability of day to day symptoms. 

This group has helped me tremendously, it's been so nice (when we could meet) to speak to others in the same position as me. The zoom 

meetings have been really good too.  I've been very lucky up to now and only missed one meeting through work commitments. This year I will 

miss more but only 1 year 10 months and i will retire and will be at all the meetings. It really is a big help and i will share my story at a later date.

I think that the group’s organisers, the speakers and indeed the group itself, are doing excellent work and are really to be congratulated on 

everything they are doing purely as volunteers.  This input is really appreciated and is doing a tremendous amount to help people with balance 

conditions in Leicestershire and Rutland, and from what we’ve seen on the zoom sessions, from across the world.   Thank you again for your 

efforts._



Support Group – Members Feedback

“A support Group – Making a difference for each of us”

Thank You to All members

JC

MC

PM

DJ

Above all you should know that the group has increased my confidence and helped me realise that balance disorders are common and I don’t 

feel so isolated. Having expert speakers and information from Professor Rea helped me a lot as my first experience with a Consultant in the UK  

( not to be named ) was dreadful !

I would like to say a huge thank you to all of the organisers of Life on the Level for the time and effort they put into the work of the group. 

Balance conditions are debilitating and isolating and it is extremely comforting and encouraging to know that there are other people out there 

who are also struggling with but overcoming similar battles. The practical, medical and emotional support provided by the group is invaluable. 

THANK YOU!

It is refreshing and inspiring to be in such good company

A fantastic supportive and cariing group who make a huge difference to those coping with balance condition and the challenges that brings



A message - To all non-members

www.lifeonthelevel.org

If you have any balance disorder please do

Get in touch and see if we can be of help to you.

We are free to join and with no pressure to do
anything unless you want to.

Take the next step to a better quality of life

Email contact@lifeonthelevel.org

mailto:contact@lifeonthelevel.org

